Effect of temperature on enantiomer separation of oxzepam and lorazepam by high-performance liquid chromatography on a beta-cyclodextrin derivatized bonded chiral stationary phase.
A reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) method with beta-cyclodextrin (beta-CD) derivatized as chiral stationary phase is used to directly separate oxazepam (Oxa) and lorazepam (Lor) enantiomers. The effect of temperature on the direct HPLC separation of Oxa and Lor enantiomers is studied for the commercially available beta-CD derivatized bonded chiral stationary phase. Chromatographic peak coalescence, appearing as a plateau between the resolved peaks, is observed at column temperatures of above 13 degrees C. Peak coalescence on the beta-CD derivatized bonded column is attributable to racemization of the Oxa enantiomer. By reducing the column temperature to 13 degrees C, the enantiomeric composition of Oxa and Lor could be determined on the chiral column. This method is expected to be useful for the resolution of 3-hydroxybenzodiazepines. At the same time, the separation mechanism is studied by calculating the thermodynamic parameters. The results reveal that the separation of Oxa and Lor enantiomer is a case of enthalpy-controlled separation, inclusion mechanism does not control the separation. The interaction between Oxa and beta-CD is an additionally strong pi-pi interaction or hydrogen bonding, but that between Lor or beta-CD derivatized is a weak pi-pi interaction or hydrogen bonding.